You don’t need image-level backup
You need full system recovery
Image-based backups are far from
ideal—especially for MSPs…

Your customers
need full recovery
of malware incidents
reported in 2020 can be
attributed to ransomware2

of cyberattack
victims are SMBs1
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Image-level backup takes up more than 5.6x the storage.
That’ll cost you in the long run.
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Third-party
cloud storage
Local backup storage
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backups to the cloud

Staff training
Using senior staff instead of
junior staff to run

Upgrades, patches, backup
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Personnel time lost checking
backups, troubleshooting

Customer dissatisfaction due
to downtime, failed restores

Human error, rework,
delayed recoveries
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Bottom line: Image-based backup costs more in the long run

Real-world results

when switching to N-able Backup

“It’s a dramatic decrease
in labor cost.”
– Luke Fairbank, Fred IT

“The most obvious
return we’ve seen
is headcount.”
– Marcus Lewis,
Capital Support

Don’t get stuck
in the past on backup
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Simple ﬁle-level
backup

Chain-based
backup

Hypervisor-based
backup

Appliance-based
backup

Backup

Image-level

1. Built cloud-ﬁrst

is three things:

2. Resource-efficient
3. Optimized for recovery

Better service levels,
better margins
Make the most of your resources with
efficient cloud-ﬁrst data protection
Try N-able Backup
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